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Abstract
In this paper we present our practical experience with the design and implementation of a
suite of parallel algorithms called PARODS, for chromosome reconstruction via ordering of
DNA sequences. PARODS contains parallel algorithms based on an earlier serial algorithm
ODS which is a physical mapping algorithm based on simulated annealing. The parallel
simulated annealing (PSA) algorithms for physical mapping in PARODS are based on
Markov chain decomposition. We propose and describe perturbation methods and problemspeci®c annealing heuristics in the context of the physical mapping problem. We describe
implementations of parallel Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) algorithms on a 2048processor MasPar MP-2 system and implementations of parallel Multiple Instruction Multiple
Data (MIMD) algorithms on an 8-processor Intel iPSC/860 system and on a cluster of UNIX
workstations using the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) system. We discuss and analyze the
convergence, speedup and scalability characteristics of the aforementioned algorithms. We
show the best SIMD algorithm to have a speedup of 1232 on the 2048 processor MasPar MP-2
system and the best MIMD algorithm to have a speedup of 5.35 on the 8-processor Intel iPSC/
860 system and 3.40 on a 6-workstation cluster running PVM. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Chromosome reconstruction i.e., the generation of entire chromosomal maps, has
been a central problem in the ®eld of genetics right from its very inception [47]. These
maps, which could then be used to reconstruct the chromosome's DNA sequence,
are central to the understanding of the structure of genes, their function, their
transmission and their evolution. The advent of molecular genetics has led to a
wealth of DNA markers along a chromosome, making feasible the mapping of entire
genomes such as that of man [4,11]. The large number of DNA markers and the ease
with which molecular markers are assayed has shifted the focus of current research
from the collection of mapping data to the computational problem of assembling the
maps. In fact, creating and assembling physical maps for each of the human chromosomes and those of several model systems is the central goal of the Human
Genome Project [14].
Chromosomal maps fall into two broad categories ± genetic maps and physical
maps. Genetic maps represent an ordering of genetic markers along a chromosome
where the distance between two genetic markers is inversely proportional to their
recombination frequency. Genetic maps are typically of low resolution i.e., 1±10
million base pairs (Mb). Lander and Green [30] pioneered the use of computational
techniques for the assembly of genetic maps with many markers. Their work was of
both, conceptual and practical signi®cance and aided scientists in hunting down
genes of biological, medical and statistical interest. While genetic maps enable a
scientist to narrow the search for genes to a particular chromosomal region, it is a
physical map that ultimately allows the recovery and molecular manipulation of
genes of interest.
A physical map is de®ned as an ordering of distinguishable DNA fragments or
clones by their position along the entire chromosome where the clones may or may
not contain genetic markers [10,41,46,51,55]. A physical map has a much higher
resolution than a genetic map of the same chromosome i.e., 10±100 thousand base
pairs (Kb). Examples of physical maps include cytological maps, radiation-hybrid
maps, ordered clonal libraries (i.e., contig maps) and ultimately a chromosome's
entire DNA sequence. Physical maps have provided fundamental insights into gene
development, gene organization, chromosome structure, recombination and the role
of sex in evolution and have also provided a means for the recovery and molecular
manipulation of genes of interest. A remarkable feature about the physical mapping
problem is that it is inextricably intertwined with a classical problem in computer
science, namely, determining an optimal linear arrangement [19]. Addressing the
aforementioned fundamental biological problems by means of physical maps ®rst
involves solving the challenging and fundamental computational problem of determining an optimal linear arrangement.
The speci®c technique, discussed in this paper, for generating a physical map is
one based on determining an ordering of clones from a library that optimizes a
prespeci®ed objective function [15,16]. The optimal ordering of clones with respect to
their position along a chromosome is then deemed to constitute a physical map. This
technique for physical map assembly has proven adaptable to a wide variety of
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experimental protocols such as chromosome walking [13,45], contig mapping utilizing classic restriction enzyme digestion pro®les as ®ngerprints [12,39], contig
mapping utilizing ®ngerprinting by oligonucleotide hybridization [23], and sequencetagged-site (STS) content mapping [18,21,36,40,43].
1.1. The physical mapping problem
In our previous work [15,16] we presented a physical mapping algorithm ODS
(Ordering DNA Sequences) based on simulated annealing. The physical mapping
approach in ODS can be summarized as follows:
(i) Each DNA fragment or clone in the library is scored for the presence or absence of speci®c oligonucleotide sites or probes by a series of biochemical experiments. This results in the assignment of a digital signature to each clone.
(ii) The Hamming distance d Ci ; Cj  between two clonal signatures Ci and Cj is de®ned to be the measure of dissimilarity between their signatures.
(iii) The total linking distance D for an ordering is de®ned as the sum of the Hamming distances between all pairs of successive clones in the ordering
D

nÿ1
X
d Ci ; Ci1 :

1

i1

(iv) The desired (i.e., optimal) ordering or physical map is deemed to be that which
results in minimization of the total linking distance D. This ordering criterion is
based on the intuitive rationale that clones with similar digital signatures tend
to overlap along the chromosome and hence should be placed next to each other
on the physical map.
Let Dm denote the minimum linking distance associated with the space of all
possible clonal orderings and D0 the linking distance associated with the true ordering. It can be shown that
lim prob jDm ÿ D0 j >   0:

n!1

2

That is to say, Dm converges in probability to D0 as the size n of the clonal library
grows [54]. This result provides the formal basis for the physical mapping algorithm
ODS. Fig. 1 shows the physical map of Chromosome IV of the fungus Aspergillus
Nidulans constructed using ODS.
The problem of computing such an optimal clone ordering or physical map can be
shown to be isomorphic to the classical NP-complete Optimal Linear Arrangement
(OLA) problem [19]. No polynomial-time algorithm for ®nding the optimal solution
to the OLA problem is known except for some simple cases that deal with error-free
data [8]. Stochastic optimization algorithms such as simulated annealing [20,29] are
capable of avoiding local optima in the solution space and producing solutions that
are close to a global optimum in polynomial time on average. In fact, ODS which
uses simulated annealing, proved very successful in generating high quality physical
maps from DNA/DNA hybridization data [15,16]. One of the drawbacks of a serial
implementation of simulated annealing is that the annealing schedules necessary to
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Fig. 1. An ordered physical map of Aspergillus Nidulans Chromosome IV.

obtain a solution close to a global optimum, are computationally intensive. Parallel
processing is one of the ways in which this drawback can be alleviated. In fact,
parallel processing has emerged only very recently in the context of problems in
computational biology, such as sequence comparison [24,28,33,37], sequence alignment [17,26], genetic mapping [38] and physical mapping [5,6].
1.2. Simulated annealing basics
The serial simulated annealing algorithm (Fig. 2) consists of three phases. Perturb
phase: Given an objective function and a candidate solution xi , the candidate solution xi is systematically perturbed to yield another candidate solution xj . In our case,
the clone ordering is systematically permuted by swapping clone positions or by
reversing the ordering within a block of clones.
Evaluate phase: The new candidate solution xj is evaluated i.e., f xj  is computed.
In our case, the total linking distance associated with the new clone ordering is
computed.
Decide phase: If f xj  < f xi  then xj is accepted as the new candidate solution. If
f xj  P f xi  then xj is accepted as the new candidate solution with probability p the
value of which is computed using the Metropolis function [35]
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Fig. 2. Outline of a serial simulated annealing algorithm.


p  exp


f xj  ÿ f xi 
ÿ
;
T

3

for a given value of temperature T whereas xi is retained with probability 1 ÿ p.
The temperature T is systematically reduced using an annealing schedule.
As can be deduced from the Decide phase and Eq. (3), at suciently high temperatures, simulated annealing resembles a random search whereas at lower temperatures it acquires the characteristics of the conventional local hill-climbing search.
Annealing schedules that guarantee asymptotic convergence to a global minimum
are extremely lengthy [20] thus making simulated annealing a computationally intensive procedure in spite of its robustness to the presence of local minima in the
objective function. Parallelization of simulated annealing is therefore imperative if
one desires high quality solutions to complex multivariate optimization problems,
such as reconstruction of complex chromosomes via clone ordering, in a reasonable
time frame.
1.3. Parallel simulated annealing
Parallelization of simulated annealing has been attempted by several researchers
especially in the area of computer-aided design, image processing and operations
research. Parallel simulated annealing (PSA) algorithms have been implemented on a
variety of multiprocessor platforms ± Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD),
Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD), shared memory and distributed
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memory. Several parallelization strategies for simulated annealing have been proposed in the literature. As described below, these parallelization strategies are largely
based on how the perturb-evaluate-decide cycle of the serial algorithm is parallelized
on a given multiprocessor platform.
(A) Functional parallelism within a perturbation where the evaluation function is
decomposed into subfunctions that can be evaluated in parallel by multiple processors [53]. This approach however, is very speci®c to the objective function under consideration.
(B) Control parallelism with
(i) Speculative computation where the move-evaluate-decide iteration cycle is so
decomposed among multiple processors such that several iteration cycles are
active at any time [52]. A good CPU load-balancing scheme is crucial for this
approach to yield appreciable speedup [52].
(ii) Parallel Markov chain generation using a systolic algorithm [1,2,22]. This approach exploits the fact that the simulated annealing algorithm at a given temperature generates an asymptotically ergodic (and hence stationary) Markov
chain of solution states [20]. However, parallel Markov chain generation using
a systolic algorithm requires each processor to know the global problem state
thus limiting its scalability.
(iii) Multiple independent searches or periodically interacting searches [2,31].
This approach though intuitive and simple to implement also suers from lack
of scalability since each processor needs to know the global problem state.
(C) Data parallelism with
(i) Parallel evaluation of multiple perturbations with acceptance of a single perturbation [9]. The convergence characteristics of the parallel algorithm in this approach are similar to those of the sequential algorithm however, since many
good moves are wasted, the speedup is limited.
(ii) Parallel evaluation of multiple perturbations with acceptance of non-interacting multiple perturbations [27]. The convergence characteristics of the parallel
algorithm in this approach are also similar to those of the serial algorithm.
However, the speedup is limited by the overhead of having to determine a maximal set of non-interacting perturbations.
(iii) Parallel evaluation and acceptance of multiple perturbations [3]. This approach allows for maximum parallelism and scalability but the convergence
characteristics of the parallel algorithm may be drastically dierent from those
of the serial algorithm, thereby leading to unexpected ®nal results. This problem can be alleviated by tracking the error and synchronizing the processors
from time to time [3].
Of the aforementioned parallelization strategies, we deemed the ones based on
multiple searches (i.e., B(iii)) and parallel evaluation and acceptance of multiple
perturbations (i.e., C(iii)) to be the most promising from the viewpoint of parallelizing ODS. The combination of multiple searches and parallel evaluation and
acceptance of multiple perturbations was seen to have the potential to oer maximum speedup and scalability with ease and simplicity of implementation. The resulting suite of parallel SIMD/MIMD algorithms, based on simulated annealing, for
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chromosome reconstruction via clone ordering is termed as PARallel Algorithms for
Ordering DNA Sequences (PARODS).
2. Multiprocessor platforms for PARODS
The three multiprocessor platforms that were considered for the implementation
of PARODS are (i) the MasPar MP-2; (ii) the Intel iPSC/860, and (iii) a cluster of
workstations running PVM, all of which reside in the Department of Computer
Science at the University of Georgia.
The MasPar MP-2 is a massively parallel single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD)
computer with the processing elements (PE's) interconnected in a toroidal 2D grid or
mesh topology. In order to parallelize the program ODS [16] on the MasPar MP-2, it
was redesigned and recoded in the MPL programming language [34]. Being an
SIMD architecture, all the PE's in the MasPar MP-2 share the same instruction
stream but operate on potentially dierent local data. The MPL language is an extension of ANSI C with constructs that allow SIMD programming. SIMD parallelism in MPL stems from operations on plural variables i.e., variables that are
replicated synchronously (with possibly dierent values) in the local memory of each
PE. The MasPar MP-2 architecture permits 8-nearest-neighbors communication on
the 2-D toroidal grid as well as point-to-point communication between any two PE's
using a global router.
The Intel iPSC/860 is a distributed-memory multiple-instruction-multiple-data
(MIMD) multiprocessor system based on the message-passing paradigm. The individual PE's in the Intel iPSC/860 are connected in a Boolean hypercube topology
[42]. In order to implement the program ODS [16] on the Intel iPSC/860, the data
decomposition and process decomposition strategies were designed at an abstract
level. The individual processes and data structures were then implemented in a high
level programming language (C in our case). The C language for the Intel iPSC/860 is
extended with special parallel/distributed processing primitives for inter-node communication, host-node communication, data/process decomposition and process
synchronization [25].
The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [48] is a software environment designed to
exploit parallel/distributed computing across a variety of computer types. PVM
makes a collection of heterogeneous computers appear as a single large virtual
parallel machine that is based on a distributed-memory, message-passing paradigm.
From a programming standpoint, PVM has the same functionality as a distributedmemory, message-passing MIMD architecture such as the Intel iPSC/860. The PVM
system is composed of two main modules. The ®rst module is a daemon, called pvmd,
that resides on all the computers comprising the PVM system. The second module is
a library of PVM interface routines that contain a set of primitives needed for
message-passing, spawning processes, coordinating/synchronizing various tasks,
broadcasting and collecting data, and modifying the PVM system at run-time.
The PVM system supports high level programming languages such as C. The
PVM system used in our work comprised of a 6-node cluster with a token ring
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interconnection network topology where each node PE was a SUN SPARC5
workstation.
3. The parallel algorithms in PARODS
A candidate solution in the serial simulated annealing algorithm can be considered to be an element of an asymptotically ergodic ®rst-order Markov chain of solution states [20]. Consequently, we have formulated and implemented various
models of PSA based on the distribution of the Markov chain of solution states on
the individual PE's of the MasPar MP-2, the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system
and on the synchronization method used. These models incorporate the parallelization strategies B(iii) and C(iii) discussed in Section 1.3.
For the MasPar MP-2 we have formulated and implemented four models of a
massively parallel simulated annealing (MPSA) algorithm:
(a) Non-Interacting Local Markov chain (NILM) MPSA algorithm.
(b) Periodically Interacting Local Markov chain (PILM) MPSA algorithm.
(c) Periodically Interacting Distributed Markov chain (PIDM) MPSA algorithm.
(d) Non-Interacting Distributed Markov chain (NIDM) MPSA algorithm.
For the Intel iPSC/860 and PVM system, we have formulated and implemented
three models of a PSA algorithm:
(a) NILM PSA algorithm.
(b) PILM PSA algorithm.
(c) Distributed Markov chain (DM) PSA algorithm.
In the NILM MPSA algorithm on the MasPar MP-2, and the NILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system, each PE runs an independent
version of the serial simulated annealing algorithm. In essence there are as many
Markov chains of solution states as there are PE's in the multiprocessor architecture.
Each Markov chain is local to a given PE, and at any instant of time each PE
maintains a candidate solution which is an element of its local Markov chain. The
serial simulated annealing algorithm is run synchronously on each PE of the MasPar
MP-2 and asynchronously on each PE of the Intel iPSC/860 or PVM system.
The choice of the perturbation strategy and the eciency with which it enables the
change in the objective function (i.e., linking distance) to be computed are critical to
the performance of the simulated annealing algorithm. Consider a multivariate
objective function f x to be minimized with a solution space X. Let Xi denote the set
of all possible solutions xj that can be generated from a solution xi using a set of
permitted perturbations P. The solutions xj 2 Xi are said to the neighbors of solution xi and Xi the neighborhood of solution xi under the perturbation set P. The pair
of sets X and P can be represented with a directed graph G where each vertex in G
corresponds to a solution in X and there exists a directed edge from vertex i to vertex
j i xj 2 Xi . A necessary condition for the convergence of the simulated annealing
algorithm is that the perturbation set P should ensure that G is strongly connected
i.e., there should exist a directed path between any pair of vertices i and j in G. In
other words, it should be possible for the simulated annealing algorithm to visit any
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solution in X starting from any other solution using a ®nite sequence of perturbations from P [44]. If pi;j T  is the transitional probability of visiting solution xj from
solution xi at a temperature value T, then the aforementioned necessary condition
could also be stated as
pi;j T  > 0;

8i; j 2 X:

4

The two perturbation strategies that satisfy the aforementioned necessary condition [32] were implemented and tested for the NILM MPSA and the NILM PSA
algorithms:
Pairwise Clone Exchange: In a given permutation (i.e., ordering) r1 : C1 ;
C2 ; . . . ; Cn , the positions of two randomly chosen clones Ci and Cj are interchanged
to generate a new permutation r2 : C1 ; . . . ; Ciÿ1 ; Cj ; Ci1 ; . . . ; Cjÿ1 ; Ci ; Cj1 ; . . . ; Cn .
Clone Block Reversal: Let C1 ; C2 ; . . . ; Cn  be the current clone ordering r1 . Two
clones Ci and Cj (where i < j and i; j 6 n) are chosen at random, and the clone ordering in the block between Ci and Cj is reversed resulting in the clone ordering r2 :
C1 ; . . . ; Ciÿ1 ; Cj ; Cjÿ1 ; . . . ; Ci1 ; Ci ; Cj1 ; . . . ; Cn .
The perturbation function uses a parallel random number generator with distinct
seeds for each PE in order to ensure the independence of the resulting Markov chains
of solution states. The NILM MPSA and the NILM PSA models are essentially
multiple independent searches of the solution space.
In the PILM MPSA algorithm on the MasPar MP-2 and the PILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860 and PVM system, at each temperature value T, the
perturb-evaluate-accept cycle of the serial simulated annealing algorithm (Fig. 2) is
executed concurrently in all the PE's COUNT_LIMIT number of times just as in the
case of the NILM MPSA or the NILM PSA algorithm. However, just before the
parameter T is updated using the annealing schedule, the best candidate solution
from among those in all the PE's is selected and duplicated on all the other PE's. The
PILM MPSA and PILM PSA models are essentially multiple periodically interacting
searches.
In the case of the NIDM MPSA algorithm for the Maspar MP-2, the candidate
solution (and hence a single Markov chain) is distributed over a group of neighboring processors i.e., over a PE cluster. Since the PE array in the Maspar MP-2 has
a 2-D mesh topology, it is convenient to have the PE clusters in the form of nonoverlapping rectangular submeshes of equal size (Fig. 3). The dimensions of the PE
cluster are denoted by Xwidth and Ywidth . Since the dimensions of the PE array in the
MasPar MP-2 are typically powers of 2, so are Xwidth and Ywidth . The perturbations in
the NIDM MPSA algorithm are carried out in three distinct phases.
(A) Intra-PE Perturbations: All the PE's concurrently perform the perturb-evaluate-accept cycle on their individual portions of the candidate solution as in the case
of the NILM MPSA model. The change in linking distance DD is computed locally
within each PE, and the evaluation and acceptance phases are executed concurrently
within each PE. Note that the evaluation of the Metropolis function requires only
the value of DD, not the absolute value of the linking distance D. Also note that both
types of intra-PE perturbations (i.e., pairwise clone exchange and clone block reversal) are characterized by two clone positions. In the case of pairwise clone
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Markov chains over a PE cluster in the MasPar MP-2 PE array.

exchange the two clone positions denote the clones to be exchanged whereas in the
case of clone block reversal, they denote the end points of the clone block to be
reversed. When both the clone positions associated with an intra-PE perturbation lie
strictly within the block of clones local to the PE, then the intra-PE perturbations are
non-interacting given the fact that the clones in each PE are distinct. The term ``noninteracting'' denotes the fact that the value of DD computed in one PE does not aect
nor is it aected by the value of DD computed in any other PE. However when either
one or both of the clone positions associated with an intra-PE perturbation lie(s) on
the boundary of the clone block associated the PE, then the intra-PE perturbation
can no longer be considered to be non-interacting. In this case, error in the computation of DD is permitted, and the intra-PE perturbation and those that interact
with it are based on an erroneous evaluation of the Metropolis function.
If the clone positions for an intra-PE perturbation are chosen by sampling a
uniform distribution then the probability p of having non-interacting intra-PE perturbations between k processors is given by
2
k 
Y
2
1ÿ
;
5
p
ni
i1
where ni is the number of clones in the ith PE. If ni  n for all PE's then

2k
2
:
6
p  1ÿ
n
As can be seen, p ! 1 in the limit as n ! 1. Also, for a ®xed value of n, p ! 0 in the
limit as k ! 1. Thus, the probability of having strictly non-interacting intra-PE
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perturbations decreases exponentially as a clonal data set of a ®xed size is distributed
over an increasing number of PE's. We have observed that with values of p  0.6 (i.e.
with 40% interacting or erroneous perturbations permitted) the asymptotic convergence of the PSA algorithm is not adversely aected in practice [6]. This observation
and Eq. (6) place an upper limit on the number of PE's over which the clonal data of
a given size can be distributed.
(B) Inter-PE Perturbations along the Cluster Rows: The PE's are paired along the
rows in each PE cluster. One of the PE's is denoted as the master and the other as the
slave. Two types of inter-PE perturbations are considered: single clone exchange and
clone block exchange. The master PE initiates the perturbation by sending a randomly chosen single clone or block of clones from its local clone ordering to the slave
PE as depicted in Fig. 4. The slave PE responds by sending a randomly chosen single
clone or block of clones (of the same size) from its local clone ordering to the master
PE. The master PE and slave PE concurrently evaluate the change DD in their respective local clone orderings that would result from the exchange (or replacement).
The two values of DD are summed in both, the master PE and the slave PE. The
master PE decides whether or not to accept the proposed perturbation using the
Metropolis function. If the perturbation is accepted then the master and slave PE's
update their respective local clone orderings. As in the case of intra-PE perturbations, the inter-PE perturbations between disjoint PE pairs are non-interacting if and
only if both the clones or clone blocks to exchanged lie strictly within the respective
clone blocks assigned to the master or slave PE. If the above condition is not satis®ed
then the inter-PE perturbations are no longer non-interacting and some perturbations based on improper evaluation of the Metropolis function are permitted.
(C) Inter-PE Perturbations along the Cluster Columns: This phase is identical to
phase (B) except that the PE's are paired along the columns in each PE cluster.
Since each PE cluster in the MasPar MP-2 runs an independent version of the
simulated annealing algorithm, the NIDM MPSA model is a combination of multiple independent searches and parallel evaluation and acceptance of multiple moves.
The PIDM MPSA algorithm is similar to the NIDM MPSA algorithm except that
before each update of the temperature parameter T, the best candidate solution is
picked from among the available solutions in the various PE clusters and duplicated
in all the PE clusters. The PIDM MPSA model is a combination of multiple

Fig. 4. Inter PE perturbation.
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periodically interacting searches and parallel evaluation and acceptance of multiple
moves. The control structure of the PIDM MPSA algorithm, outlined in Fig. 5, is
the most general of the four MPSA models for the MasPar MP-2 described in this
paper. Deletion of Phase 5 in Fig. 5 would result in the NIDM MPSA algorithm.
The NILM MPSA algorithm and the PILM MPSA algorithm are special cases of the
NIDM MPSA algorithm and the PIDM MPSA algorithm respectively wherein the
PE cluster reduces to a single PE i.e., Xwidth  1 and Ywidth  1.
In the DM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860 or the PVM system, the candidate solution, is distributed over the PE's in the hypercube or the token ring such
that each PE has knowledge only about its own local clone ordering. The perturbations in the DM PSA algorithm are carried out in 2 distinct phases:

Fig. 5. The PIDM MPSA algorithm on the MasPar MP-2.
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(A) Intra-PE Perturbations: All the PE's concurrently perform the perturb-evaluate-accept cycle on their individual portions (i.e., subsolutions) of the candidate
solution as in the case of the NILM PSA model. The discussion pertaining to the
non-interacting nature of the intra-PE perturbations in the case of the DM PSA
algorithm is the same as that for the intra-PE perturbations in the PIDM MPSA and
NIDM MPSA algorithms described previously.
(B) Inter-PE Perturbations: In the case of the Intel iPSC/860, the PE's are paired
along the inter-PE links in each dimension of the hypercube (Fig. 6 (a)). In a
hypercube with N  2n PE's, there are 2nÿ1  N =2 disjoint PE pairs in each of the n
dimensions such that the PE's that constitute a single pair are directly connected by
an inter-PE link in that dimension. In an inter-PE perturbation, the PE's within a PE
pair evaluate the resulting change in the cost function. In each PE pair, one of the
PE's is designated as the master PE and the other as the slave PE. The master-slave
assignment along the ith dimensional link is done based on the value of the ith bit in
the PE address.
The master PE initiates an inter-PE perturbation by randomly selecting a clone or
a block of clones from its local ordering and sending it along with its neighboring
clones to the slave PE. The slave PE on receipt of the clone or block of clones from
the master PE randomly selects a clone or a block of clones (of the same size) respectively from its local ordering. The slave PE then evaluates the change in cost
function DD that would result if the corresponding clones or block of clones were to

Fig. 6. PE pairing and message passing sequence between master PE and slave PE on the Intel iPSC/860
and the PVM system.
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be swapped. Using the result of the evaluation and the Metropolis function the slave
PE decides whether or not the swap should be carried out. If the slave PE decides to
swap, then it informs the master PE of its decision and sends to the master PE the
value of DD and the corresponding clone or block of clones from its local ordering
with which the master PE is required to swap its own clone or block of clones respectively. If the slave PE decides not to swap then it simply informs the master PE
of its decision. In the event of a swap, both the master PE and the slave PE update
their respective local clone orderings and the cost function by an amount DD. The
message-passing sequence between master PE and slave PE is depicted in Fig. 6 (c).
Since there are 2nÿ1  N =2 disjoint PE pairs in each dimension and the clones are
in each PE pair are unique, 2nÿ1  N =2 inter-PE perturbations can carried out in
parallel along each dimension of the hypercube. The discussion regarding the noninteracting nature of the inter-PE perturbations in the case of the DM PSA algorithm is the same as that for the PIDM MPSA and NIDM MPSA algorithms discussed earlier. The inter-PE perturbation phase proceeds sequentially along the
dimensions of the hypercube i.e., from one dimension of the hypercube to the next.
The PE's in the hypercube represent a distributed Markov chain of solution states.
On termination of the program, each PE transmits its local clone ordering to the
host. The host assembles the local clone orderings from the individual PE's to
construct the overall clone ordering. The DM PSA algorithm is based on the parallel
evaluation and acceptance of multiple moves.
The inter-PE perturbations in the case of the DM PSA algorithm on the PVM
system are very similar to those in the case of the DM PSA algorithm on the Intel
iPSC/860. The PE's in the token ring are paired as fp; p  1 mod N g and as
fp; p ÿ 1 mod N g in alternating iterations where p is an even-valued PE address
and N is the total number of PE's (Fig. 6 (b)). Thus, there are N/2 disjoint PE pairs
at every iteration and the inter-PE perturbation phase alternates between the two
possible pairings. The master-slave assignment is done based on the even/odd nature
of the PE addresses in each PE pair.
Figs. 7±10 depict the PSA algorithm for the Intel iPSC/860. In Fig. 7 the process
that runs on the host computer is outlined. In Fig. 7, Phase 3:Periodic Synchronization is carried out only in the case of the PILM PSA algorithm. Fig. 8 outlines the
process that runs on each PE. Figs. 9 and 10 describe the intra-PE perturbations and
inter-PE perturbations, respectively. The inter-PE perturbations would be carried
out only in the case of the DM PSA algorithm. Typically, the total number of interPE perturbations is a fraction (denoted by the variable FACTOR in Fig. 10) of the
total number of intra-PE perturbations. In our case, the value of FACTOR was in
the range 1±5%.
In the case of the Intel iPSC/860 the host is a predesignated front-end computer
for the Intel iPSC/860 system. In the case of the PVM system, one of the PE's in the
cluster is designated as the host computer at run time. The host computer in the
PVM system also serves as one of the node PE's (though not simultaneously). The
PSA algorithms for the PVM system are very similar to their Intel iPSC/860 counterparts (except for the dierences already mentioned) and are hence not repeated
here.
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Fig. 7. The process that runs on the host computer of the Intel iPSC/860.

3.1. Annealing schedule
The algorithms discussed thus far implicitly assume a ®xed-length annealing
schedule where the total number of iterations of the perturb-evaluate-decide cycle are
determined a priori. We have modi®ed the annealing schedule to make it adaptive
[44] in the following manner:
(a) The temperature is updated if the total number of perturbations at a given
temperature equals the maximum limit COUNT_LIMIT or the total number of
successful perturbations equals a prede®ned percentage (typically 0.1±0.2%) of
COUNT_LIMIT. A perturbation is deemed successful if it reduces the cost function.
In spite of the overhead of having to keep track of the successful perturbations, the
adaptive annealing schedule is more ecient because at higher temperatures the total
number of iterations at a given temperature are reduced to only 0.1±0.2% of
COUNT_LIMIT thus speeding up the algorithm. At lower temperatures since there
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Fig. 8. The process that runs on the node PE's of the Intel iPSC/860.

Fig. 9. The intra-PE perturbations on the node PE's of the Intel iPSC/860.

are typically very few successful perturbations, the total number of iterations at a
given temperature is closer to COUNT_LIMIT, thus increasing the chances of
®nding a globally optimal solution.
(b) The algorithm is halted if the same linking distance repeats for a certain
number of successive temperature values (typically 3) in the annealing schedule. At
this point, the algorithm is assumed to have reached a globally optimal solution. This
prevents the annealing process from having to run (somewhat needlessly) until the
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Fig. 10. The inter-PE perturbations on the iPSC/860.

®nal temperature value is reached. The annealing schedule that was chosen was a
geometric schedule [44] of the form Tnext  bTprev where b  0:9.
3.2. Further heuristic enhancements
Stochastic Synchronization: In the PILM MPSA and PIDM MPSA algorithms on
the MasPar MP-2 and the PILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM
system, the best solution at the end of the iterations performed at each temperature
value is duplicated on all the PE clusters. This synchronization is deterministic. Alternatively one can make the synchronization process stochastic by using the Boltzmann decision function wherein the best solution with linking D is duplicated on the
ith PE/PE cluster containing solution with linking distance Di with a probability PB ,
where
PB  ÿ

1
ÿ
 :
i
1  exp DÿD
T

7
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Determining a Maximal Set of Disjoint Successful Perturbations: At lower temperatures where fewer successful perturbations are likely, higher speedups can be
gained by merging disjoint successful perturbations to yield a candidate solution that
is capable of lowering the cost function to an extent greater than the individual
perturbations themselves. The problem of ®nding a maximal set of disjoint successful
perturbations can be shown to be isomorphic to the classical NP-complete maximum
independent set problem [7,19]. A greedy algorithm for ®nding a maximal set of
disjoint successful perturbations (in fact, the greedy algorithm is capable of ®nding
only a suboptimal solution) was implemented and integrated with the PILM MPSA
and PIDM MPSA algorithms on the MasPar MP-2 and the PILM PSA algorithm
on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system. The greedy algorithm has an order of
complexity that is linear with respect to the number of perturbations.
4. Implementation issues and experimental results
All the aforementioned parallel algorithms were run on a DNA/DNA hybridization data set derived from Chromosome IV of the fungus Aspergillus nidulans [51].
The data set consisted of 592 clones with each clone having a 115 bit clonal signature. For further details on the biochemical experiments underlying the generation of
the clonal data the interested reader is referred to some of our previous work
[15,16,43,51]. Table 1 summarizes the results of the parallel algorithms on the MasPar MP-2, Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system.
In the case of the MIMD PSA algorithms on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM
system, the inter-clone distances were precomputed and stored on the PE's in the
form of a lookup table or distance matrix. Due to the limited PE memory on the
MasPar MP-2, on-the-¯y computation of inter-clone distances was resorted to instead of a distance matrix look-up. It should be noted that the memory requirement
of the distance matrix scales as O N 2  for N clones.

Table 1
Experimental results
System

N

Algorithm

T (s)

D

r

g (%)

MasPar MP-2

2048

Intel iPSC/860

8

PVM Cluster

6

NILM MPSA
PILM MPSA
NIDM MPSA
PIDM MPSA
NILM PSA
PILM PSA
DM PSA
NILM PSA
PILM PSA
DM PSA

397.00
383.00
587.00
502.00
69.80
223.90
304.60
58.70
73.90
175.07

521
510
612
648
504
527
673
502
522
681

1188.58
1232.03
803.84
939.00
5.35
1.67
1.23
3.40
2.70
1.14

58.04
60.16
39.25
45.85
66.88
20.88
15.38
56.67
45.00
19.00

(N  no. of processors, T  execution time in seconds, D  ®nal linking distance, r  speedup, g  eciency of processor utilization)
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In order to obtain a fair comparison between the various algorithms, the product
(denoted by k) of the number of PE's and the maximum number of iterations performed by a single PE at a given temperature was kept constant. For example, if an
algorithm is run with N PE's with a maximum of M iterations per PE at any given
temperature, then with N =2 PE's the maximum number of iterations per PE at any
given temperature would be 2M and with 1 PE the maximum number of iterations
per PE at any given temperature would be MN. In the case of the MPSA implementations on the MasPar MP-2, the value of k was chosen to be 1; 024; 000 whereas
in the case of the PSA implementations on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system,
the value of k was chosen to be 200; 000.
The merging of a maximal set of disjoint successful perturbations was invoked
only when the number of successful perturbations fell below a prespeci®ed percentage of the maximum number of iterations allowed at a given temperature, i.e.
COUNT_LIMIT. In our case we chose this percentage to be 0.05% for implementations on both machines. The initial temperature value Tmax was chosen to be 50 and
the ®nal temperature value Tmin was chosen to be 0.1. The experimental results
prompt us to make the following observations:
4.1. Speedup
On the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system, the NILM PSA algorithm showed
the best speedup characteristics. However, the PILM PSA algorithm yielded a better
®nal linking distance for the same number of iterations when compared to the NILM
PSA algorithm in case of both, the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system. The synchronization overhead in the case of the PILM PSA algorithm led to a degradation
in speedup and outweighed the bene®ts of convergence to a better solution. The
NILM PSA algorithm exhibited a speedup of 5.35 on an 8-processor Intel iPSC/860
and a speedup of 3.40 on a 6-processor PVM system.
On the MasPar MP-2 the PILM MPSA algorithm showed the best speedup
characteristics and also converged to a clone ordering with the least overall linking
distance. The NILM MPSA algorithm performed slightly worse than the PILM
MPSA algorithm. The synchronization overhead in this case is outweighed by the
bene®ts of improved convergence and lower ®nal linking distance. This could be attributed to the low synchronization overhead associated with a massively parallel
SIMD architecture such as the MasPar MP-2. The PILM MPSA algorithm when
implemented on the 2048-processor MasPar MP-2 system exhibited a speedup of 1232.
In Figs. 11±13 the linking distance is displayed as a function of time for the
NILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860, the NILM PSA algorithm on the PVM
system, and the PILM MPSA algorithm on the MasPar MP-2, respectively, with the
number of PE's as a variable parameter. Figs. 14±16 show the speedup as a function
of ®nal linking distance for the NILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860, the
NILM PSA algorithm on the PVM system and the PILM MPSA algorithm on the
MasPar MP-2 respectively, with the number of PE's as a variable parameter. In all of
the aforementioned algorithms, the inter-PE perturbations were based on clone
block reversals and the deterministic synchronization technique was used.
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Fig. 11. NILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860: Linking distance as a function of the execution time
for varying no. of PE's n with k  200; 000.

Fig. 12. The NILM PSA algorithm on the PVM system: Linking distance as a function of execution time
for varying no. of processors, k  200; 000.

4.2. Data distribution
The DM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system, and the
PIDM MPSA and NIDM MPSA algorithms on the MasPar MP-2 exhibited a
tendency to get trapped in a local minimum. This could be attributed to the fact that
the distribution of clonal data across more than one PE results in the acceptance of
erroneous perturbations and thereby alters the state transition probabilities associated with the Markov chain of solution states generated by the serial simulated
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Fig. 13. PILM MPSA algorithm on the MasPar MP-2: Linking distance as a function of the log of execution time for varying no. of PE's n with k  1; 024; 000.

Fig. 14. NILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860: Speedup as a function of linking distance for varying
no. of PE's n with k  200; 000.

annealing algorithm. Data distribution makes the DM PSA algorithm on the Intel
iPSC/860 and the PVM system, and the PIDM MPSA and NIDM MPSA algorithms
on the MasPar MP-2 more vulnerable to the presence of local minima. We surmise
that this problem can be alleviated by either:
(i) restricting the perturbations to be non-interacting,
(ii) allowing interaction between non-neighboring PE's on the hypercube, token
ring or 2-D mesh,
(iii) implementing a more gradual annealing schedule,
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Fig. 15. The NILM PSA algorithm on the PVM system: Speedup as a function of linking distance for
varying no. of processors, k  200; 000.

Fig. 16. PILM MPSA algorithm on the MasPar MP-2: Logarithm of speedup as a function of linking
distance for varying no. of PE's n with k  1; 024; 000.

(iv) allowing a higher number of inter-PE perturbations relative to the number of
intra-PE perturbations at each temperature value, or
(v) allowing for a higher number of iterations at each temperature value.
All the above options come at the expense of greater run time and consequently
lower speedup.
We observed that in the case of the MasPar MP-2, it is only when the PE cluster
is limited to two PE's that the PIDM MPSA algorithm and the NIDM MPSA
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algorithm achieve speedup and convergence performances comparable to those of
the PILM MPSA algorithm and the NILM MPSA algorithm, respectively. The
reason for this is that the single hop communication delay in the MasPar MP-2
architecture is comparable to the CPU clock speed. Thus distributing the Markov
chain over 2 adjacent processors in the MasPar MP-2 architecture does not result in
an inter-PE communication overhead that is sucient to cause serious performance
degradation. Also, distributing the clonal data across two processors does not cause
a signi®cantly high number of erroneous perturbations to be generated (Eq. (6)). It
should be noted that distribution of data typically makes an algorithm more scalable
in the sense of its being able to handle larger data sets. In our case this scalability
comes at the cost of an undesirable (but inevitable) tradeo between speedup and
convergence to a desirable solution.
4.3. Perturbation strategy
The intra-PE perturbation strategy based on clone block reversal performed
better than the one based on clone exchange for all the three PSA algorithms on the
Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system and all the four MPSA algorithms on the
MasPar MP-2 that were evaluated. In the case of inter-PE perturbations, the exchange of clone blocks was found to result in better performance than exchange of
single clones. These observations are consistent with those of Szu and Hartley [49,50]
who have shown that the convergence properties of simulated annealing can be
considerably improved if there is a nonzero probability of a perturbation that represents a large transition in the solution space as opposed to strictly local perturbations. The pairwise clone exchange strategy is a strictly local search whereas the
clone block reversal strategy is a semilocal search which consists of occasional large
transitions in the solution space. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the clone
block reversal strategy is superior to the pairwise clone exchange strategy in so far as
the convergence of the simulated annealing algorithm is concerned. The same argument holds when comparing the exchange of clone blocks with the exchange of
single clones in the case of inter-PE perturbations.
4.4. Synchronization strategy
The use of stochastic synchronization with the Boltzmann function did not substantially improve the convergence characteristics of the PILM PSA algorithm on
the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system or the PILM MPSA and PIDM MPSA
algorithms on the MasPar MP-2. In fact, a slight degradation of performance was
noticed when deterministic synchronization was replaced by stochastic synchronization in the case of all the aforementioned algorithms.
4.5. Merging a maximal set of disjoint perturbations
The merging of a maximal set of disjoint successful perturbations did improve the
performance of the PILM PSA algorithm on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM
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system, and the PILM MPSA and PIDM MPSA algorithms on the MasPar MP-2 in
terms of the ®nal linking distance for given values of the number of PE's and k.
Unfortunately computing the maximal set at every synchronization step led to a
higher overhead in terms of execution time and was not justi®ed in terms of the
improvement in the ®nal linking distance. The improved ®nal linking distance could
have been obtained with a lower overall execution time by having the straightforward NILM PSA algorithm run on the Intel iPSC/860 or the PVM system, or the
PILM MPSA algorithm run on the MasPar MP-2, with a greater number of iterations for the same number of PE's.
5. Conclusions and future research
In this paper, we presented our practical experience with the design, analysis and
implementation of PARODS ± a suite of parallel algorithms for chromosome reconstruction via ordering of DNA sequences. The algorithms in PARODS were
based on an earlier serial algorithm ODS which is a physical mapping algorithm
based on simulated annealing. PARODS was motivated by the fact that while ODS
proved very successful in generating high quality physical maps from DNA/DNA
hybridization data, the annealing schedules necessary to obtain optimal or nearly
optimal solutions proved to be computationally intensive.
In the current implementation of PARODS, we have designed and analyzed three
models for a MIMD PSA algorithm and four models for a SIMD MPSA algorithm
in the context of chromosome reconstruction via ordering of clones in a library. All
the aforementioned models were based on the decomposition of the Markov chain of
solution states generated by the serial simulated annealing program ODS and the
mapping of these Markov chains on the individual PE's of the underlying multiprocessor architecture. The MIMD algorithms were implemented on an 8-processor
Intel iPSC/860 system and a PVM system consisting of 6 SUN SPARC5 workstations, and the SIMD algorithms on a 2048-processor MasPar MP-2 system.
Of the three MIMD PSA algorithms implemented on the Intel iPSC/860 and the
PVM system the NILM PSA model achieved the best performance in terms of rate of
convergence and speedup, but the Periodically Interacting Local Markov chain
(PILM) model achieved better performance in terms of the ®nal linking distance.
The NILM PSA algorithm exhibited a speedup of 5.35 on an 8-processor Intel iPSC/
860 and 3.40 on a 6-processor PVM system. Of the four SIMD MPSA algorithms
implemented on the MasPar MP-2, the PILM MPSA model achieved the best performance in terms of rate of convergence and the ®nal linking distance. The PILM
MPSA algorithm when implemented on the 2048-processor MasPar MP-2 system
exhibited a speedup of 1232. Our results have shown that distribution of clonal data
across the processors leads to degradation in performance in the case of both, the
MIMD PSA algorithms on the Intel iPSC/860 and the PVM system, and the SIMD
MPSA algorithms on the MasPar MP-2. However, as clonal data sets increase in
size, PSA and MPSA models that work with distributed data might be the only
feasible alternative and hence merit further investigation.
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Our experimental results tabulated in Table 1 showed that dedicated multiprocessor platforms such as the MasPar MP-2 and the Intel iPSC/860 resulted in better
eciency of processor utilization than the PVM system. This is expected since the
interprocessor communication overhead is higher in the case of the PVM system due
to the higher latency of the general purpose network used. Nevertheless, the speedup
and processor utilization eciency of the PVM system are comparable to those of
the MasPar MP-2 and the Intel iPSC/860. The PVM system has a signi®cant cost/
performance advantage over dedicated multiprocessor platforms since an investment
in dedicated hardware resources is not called for. Given the cost/performance advantage of the PVM system and the ubiquity of general-purpose computers in almost
every research environment, we expect parallel applications on PVM-based systems
(or similar systems that exploit a network of general-purpose computers) to become
more popular.
In terms of future research, our immediate goal is to make the algorithms in
PARODS more scalable in terms of being able to handle distributed clonal data and
larger clonal data sets without degradation in performance. To this end we intend to
investigate memory-scalable and retrieval time-ecient data structures for the
storage of clonal signatures and inter-clone distances. We also intend to investigate
alternative ordering criteria to the one in Eq. (1) which is based on minimization of
the summation of pairwise Hamming distances between consecutive clones in the
ordering.
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